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Tim
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Posted - 15/10/2006 :  13:37:21    

Not a reference to 'Occupy Your Mind' but inspired by Ro's comments on
Dusty in the afterlife...

Making the assumption that Dusty is watching over us...

What do you think she feels about 

a) Exposure/misrepresentation of her personal life?

b) Outtakes, demos etc of her music 

c) Ms Pigfield 

And is there anything else she might have thoughts on? 

Tim x

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 15/10/2006 :  15:51:54    

I think that she knew her personal life was going to be invaded when she
became famous, even if she didnt want it to be. There isnt much she would
be able to do to change the minds of those who have the wrong impression
of her personal life..

I think she might like us (as in her die-hard fans) to hear music that wasnt
released coz we dont know the reason why it wasnt released. It might just
be because it wasnt suitable for an album or maybe she really didnt like it.
But i dont think she would mind..

LOL!! She would dig Ms Pigfield to the max

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 15/10/2006 :  15:53:41    

What would she have thought of the motley crew occupying this web
forum?

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

David Posted - 15/10/2006 :  16:23:01
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Little by little

USA
498 Posts

Posted  15/10/2006 :  16:23:01

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

What would she have thought of the motley crew occupying this web forum?

I can't speak for the rest of you, but I'm certain she would've adored me!

Dustily yours, David

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 15/10/2006 :  16:24:52    

Yes David, she would have adored you... but she would love me better

Aww she would be so honoured that we dedicate our time to her and talk
about her all the time and love her i rekon... she digs us

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 15/10/2006 :  16:30:56    

According to that logic, the organizers of this forum must get to sit closest
to her throne. 

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 15/10/2006 :  16:33:43    

Yes well it depends on how you justify dedicate  Im pretty smart for a

dumb one hey

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 15/10/2006 :  17:13:09    

My love is totally Dustified, as you well know, Clarey. 

Tim, help, I'm afraid we've lost the plot.

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 16/10/2006 :  09:15:43    

We have lost the plot...

Is anyone else gonna answer the questions?

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
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Australia
5805 Posts

y

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 16/10/2006 :  09:23:47      

a) Exposure/misrepresentation of her personal life?

Well Dusty was essentially a pretty private person, so I think things (DWD
springs to mind...) things that betray the more personal things in her life
would have her pretty p***ed off! But things like food fights, good parties
etc. etc. I dont think she'd mind people knowing about.

b) Outtakes, demos etc of her music 

Honestly, whats done is done. I dont think she'd mind her die-hard fans like
us knowing. The unreleased tracks arent likely to go on sale to the entire
world, just the people who get the DSB - i.e. her fans. So I dont think she'd
mind us hearing them 

c) Ms Pigfield 

Who DOESNT love Ms Pigfield???? I think Dusty would think she was
awesome as 

wow man ESSAY!

Love Mads xxx

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 16/10/2006 :  12:48:24  

Sartre weighs in.

a) Exposure/misrepresentation of her personal life?

Doesn't care - already reincarnated as an obscure Bulgarian peasant girl
with no memory of previous lives.

b) Outtakes, demos etc of her music

Doesn't care - already reincarnated as an obscure Bulgarian peasant girl
with no memory of previous lives.

c) Ms Pigfield

If this porker doesn't stop trash talking me, she'll be joining Dusty in the
great afterlife.  

Just an odd question - Why do all these people who believe in Reincarnation
fancy themselves as some larger-than-life historic figure? How many
Cleopatras were there exactly? Napoleons? Have you ever heard any of
them claim to be Maury The Grocer? Nope.

Take that, Shirley MacLain!!!

Gypsy Rose Lee

Tim
Where am I going?

Posted - 16/10/2006 :  21:48:56    

Great answers gang

If Dusty is watching she would probably wonder why we are spending our
so much of our lives thinking about her. 
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United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Regarding forum wars - she would say - lighten up' rather a lot I think....

I don't think she would be comfortable with some discussion topics, but
accepting 'People want to know'

I think she would love the excellent adventures of Ms Pigfield - what's not
to love?

As far as whether there is an afterlife - jury's out. I like to think my Mother
is watching over me. (but hopefully averts her eyes sometimes!!!)

Yeah, Ro.. I don't buy Shirley Maclaine. Period.

T xx
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